In this paper, four iterative algorithms for learning analysis operators are presented. They are built upon the same optimization principle underlying both Analysis K-SVD and Analysis SimCO. The forward and sequential analysis operator learning (AOL) algorithms are based on projected gradient descent with optimally chosen step size. The implicit AOL algorithm is inspired by the implicit Euler scheme for solving ordinary differential equations and does not require to choose a step size. The fourth algorithm, singular value AOL, uses a similar strategy as Analysis K-SVD while avoiding its high computational cost. All algorithms are proven to decrease or preserve the target function in each step and a characterization of their stationary points is provided. Further they are tested on synthetic and image data, compared to Analysis SimCO and found to give better recovery rates and faster decay of the objective function, respectively. In a final denoising experiment the presented algorithms are again shown to perform similar to or better than the state-of-the-art algorithm ASimCO.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ANY tasks in high dimensional signal processing, such as denoising or reconstruction from incomplete information, can be efficiently solved if the data at hand is known to have intrinsic low dimension. One popular model with intrinsic low dimension is the union of subspaces model, where every signal is assumed to lie in one of the low dimensional linear subspaces. However, as the number of subspaces increases, the model becomes more and more cumbersome to use unless the subspaces can be parametrised. Two examples of large unions of parametrised subspaces, that have been successfully employed, are sparsity in a dictionary and cosparsity in an analysis operator. In the sparse model the subspaces correspond to the linear span of just a few normalised columns, also known as atoms, from a d × K dictionary matrix, Φ = (φ 1 · · · φ K ) with φ k 2 = 1, meaning, any data point y can be approximately represented as superposition of S d dictionary elements. If we denote the restriction of the dictionary to the atoms/columns indexed by I In the cosparse model the subspaces correspond to the orthogonal complement of the span of some normalised rows, also known as analysers, from a K × d analysis operator Ω = (ω 1 · · · ω K ) with ω k 2 = 1. This means that any data point y is orthogonal to analysers or in other words that the vector Ωy has zero entries and is sparse. If we denote the restriction of the analysis operator to the analysers/rows indexed by J as Ω J , we have y ∈ |J |≥ (rowspan Ω J ) ⊥ , or Ωy ≈ z, with z sparse.
Note that in this model it is not required that the signals lie in the span of Ω , in particular Ω Ω need not be invertible. Before being able to exploit these models for a given data class, it is necessary to identify the parametrising dictionary or analysis operator. This can be done either via a theoretical analysis or a learning approach. While dictionary learning is by now an established field, see [14] for an introductory survey, results in analysis operator learning are still countable, [2] - [4] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [15] , [19] - [21] . Most algorithms are based on the minimisation of a target function together with various constraints on the analysis operator. In [20] , [21] , an 1 -norm target function together with the assumption that the operator is a unit norm tight frame was used. In transform learning [13] , in addition to the sparsity of ΩY , a regularisation term amounting to the negative log-determinant of Ω is introduced to enforce full rank of the operator. Note that due to the nature of this penalty term overcomplete operators cannot be considered. The geometric analysis operator learning framework [10] uses operators with unit norm rows, full rank and furthermore imposes the restriction that none of the rows are linearly dependent. The last assumption is an additional restriction only if the considered operators are overcomplete. These assumptions admit a manifold structure and a Riemannian gradient descent algorithm is used in order to find the operator. Analysis K-SVD [15] uses an analysis sparse coding step to find the cosupports for the given data and then computes the singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular value of a matrix computed from the data. Finally, in [2] , [3] a projected gradient descent based algorithm with line search, called Analysis SimCO, is presented. There, the only restriction on the analysis operator is that its rows are normalised and the target function enforces sparsity of ΩY .
Contribution: In this work we will contribute to the development of the field by developing four algorithms for learning analysis operators, which improve over state of the art algorithms such as Analysis K-SVD, [15] and Analysis SimCo, [2] , [3] , in terms of convergence speed, memory complexity and performance.
Outline: The paper is organised as follows. After introducing the necessary notation, in the next section we will remotivate the optimisation principle that is the starting point of A-KSVD and ASimCO and shortly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two algorithms. We then take a gradient descent approach similar to ASimCO, replacing the line search with an optimal choice for the step size, resulting in the Forward Analysis Operator Learning algorithm (FAOL). In order to obtain an online algorithm, which processes the training data sequentially, we devise an estimation procedure for the quantities involved in the step size calculation leading to the Sequential Analysis Operator Learning algorithm (SAOL) and test the presented algorithms both on synthetic and image data. Inspired by the implicit Euler scheme for solving ordinary differential equations and the analysis of some special solutions of these equations, in Section III, we gradually invest in the memory requirements and computational complexity per iteration of our schemes in return for avoiding the stepsize altogether and overall faster convergence, leading to Implicit (IAOL) and Singular Vector Analysis Operator Learning (SVAOL). After testing the new algorithms on synthetic and image data demonstrating the improved recovery rates and convergence speed with respect to ASimCO, in Section IV we apply them to image denoising again in comparison to ASimCO. Finally, in the last section we provide a short discussion of our results and point out future directions of research.
Notation: Before hitting the slopes, we summarise the notational conventions used throughout this paper. The operators Ω and Γ will always denote matrices in R K ×d and for a matrix A we denote its transpose by A . More specifically, we will mostly consider matrices in the manifold A := {Γ ∈ R K ×d : ∀k ∈ [K] : γ k 2 = 1}, where γ k denotes the k-th row of the matrix Γ. By [n], we denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} and we adopt the standard notation |M | for the cardinality of a set M . By Γ J with J ⊂ [K] we denote the restriction of Γ to the rows indexed by J.
A vector y ∈ R d is called -cosparse with respect to Ω, if there is an index set Λ ⊂ [K] with |Λ| = , such that Ω Λ y = 0. The support of a vector x ∈ R K is defined as supp(x) = {k ∈ [K] : x k = 0} and the cosupport accordingly as cosupp(x) = {k ∈ [K] : x k = 0}. Note that by definition we have supp(x) ∪ cosupp(x) = [K]. For the runtime complexity R(n), we adopt standard Landau notation, i.e., R(n) = O(f (n)) means, there is a constant C > 0, such that for large n, the runtime R(n) satisfies R(n) ≤ Cf(n). Finally, the Frobenius norm of a matrix A is defined by A 2 F := tr(A A).
II. TWO EXPLICIT ANALYSIS OPERATOR LEARNING ALGORITHMS -FAOL AND SAOL
Since optimisation principles have already successfully led to online algorithms for dictionary learning, [16] , [17] , we will start our quest for an online algorithm by motivating a suitable optimisation principle for analysis operator learning. Suppose, we are given signals y n ∈ R d that are perfectly cosparse in an operator Ω, i.e., Ωy n has zero entries or equivalently Ωy n − x n = 0 for some x n which has K − non-zero entries. If we collect the signals y n as columns in the matrix Y = (y 1 · · · y N ), then by construction we have ΩY − X = 0 for some X ∈ X with
In the more realistic scenario, where the signals are not perfectly cosparse, we should still have ΩY − X ≈ 0, which naturally leads to the following minimisation program to recover Ω, arg min
Apart from additional side constraints on Γ, such as incoherence, the optimisation program above has already been used successfully as starting point for the development of two analysis operator learning algorithms, Analysis K-SVD [15] and Analysis SimCO [2] , [3] . AKSVD is an alternating minimisation algorithm, which alternates between finding the best X ∈ X for the current Γ and updating Γ based on the current X. The cosparse approximation scheme used there is quite cumbersome and costly, which means that the algorithm soon becomes intractable as d increases. ASimCO is a (gradient) descent algorithm with line search. It produces results similar to AKSVD and has the advantage that it does so with a fraction of the computational cost. Still, at closer inspection we see that the algorithm has some problematic aspects. The line search cannot be realised resource efficiently, since in each step several evaluations of the target function are necessary, which take up a lot of computation time. Moreover, for each of these function evaluations we must either reuse the training data, thus incurring high storage costs, or use a new batch of data, thus needing a huge amount of training samples. Still, if we consider the speedup of ASimCO with respect to AKSVD we see that gradient descent is a promising approach if we can avoid the line search and its associated problems. To see that a gradient descent based algorithm for our problem can also be sequential, let us rewrite our target function, g N (Γ) = min X ∈X ΓY − X 2 F . Abbreviating Λ n = supp(x n ) and Λ c n = cosupp(x n ), we have Since the gradient of a sum of functions is the sum of the gradients of these functions, from f N we see that the gradient of our objective function can be calculated in an online fashion. Before going into more details about how to avoid a line search and stay sequential, let us lose a few words about the uniqueness of the minima of our objective function.
If the signals are perfectly cosparse in Ω, clearly there is a global minimum of f N at Ω. However, one can easily see that all permutations and sign flips of rows of Ω are also minimisers of f N . We call these the trivial ambiguities. The more interesting question is whether there are other global or local minima?
This question is best answered with an example. Assume that all our training signals are (perfectly) -cosparse in Ω but lie in a subspace of R d . In this case we can construct a continuum of operators Γ, which also satisfy f N (Γ) = 0 by choosing a vector v with v 2 = 1 in the orthogonal complement of this subspace, and by setting γ k = a k ω k + b k v for some a 2 k + b 2 k = 1. This example indicates that isotropy in the data is important for our problem to be well posed. On the other hand, in case the data has such a low dimensional structure, which can be found via a singular value decomposition of Y Y , it is easy to transform the ill posed problem into a well posed one. Armed with the non-zero singular vectors, we just have to project our data onto the lower dimensional space spanned by these vectors and learn the analysis operator within this lower dimensional space. In the following, we assume for simplicity that any such preprocessing has already been done and that the data isotropically occupies the full ambient space R d or equivalently that Y Y is well conditioned.
A. Minimising f N As mentioned above in order to get an online algorithm we want to use a gradient descent approach but avoid the line search. Our strategy will be to use projected stochastic gradient-type descent with carefully chosen stepsize. Given the current estimate of the analysis operator Γ, one step of (standard) gradient descent takes the formΓ
Let us calculate the gradient ∇f N (Γ) wherever it exists. Denote by J n the set 1 for which Γ J n y n 2 2 = min |J |= Γ J y n 2 2 , then the derivative of f N with respect to a row γ k of Γ is
Note that as expected the vectors g k can be calculated online, that is given a continuous stream of data y n , we compute J n , update all g k for k ∈ J n , and forget the existence of y n . After processing all signals, we set
where
2 is a factor ensuring normalisation ofγ k . This normalisation corresponds to a projection onto the manifold A and is necessary, since a standard descent step will most likely take us out of the manifold. If we compare to dictionary learning, e.g., [16] , it is interesting to observe that we cannot simply choose α k by solving the linearised optimisation problem with side constraints using Lagrange multipliers, since this would lead to a zero-updateγ k = 0.
In order to find the correct descent parameter, note that the current value of the target function is given by
Defining A k := n :k ∈J n y n y n , we see that f N (Γ) = K k =1 γ k A k γ k and we can optimally decrease the objective function by choosing α k , such that it minimisesγ k A kγ k . Note 1 The careful reader will observe that the set J n might not be unique for every y n and Γ. If for a given Γ at least one J n is not uniquely determined and min |J |= Γ J y n 2 2 > 0, then the target function is not differentiable in Γ. For simplicity we will continue the presentation as if the J n where uniquely determined, keeping in mind that the derived descent direction only coincides with the gradient where it exists. also that with this definition, the descent directions g k defined in Equation (3) are given by g k = γ k A k .
First assume that g k = 0, or more generally g k = λ k γ k . In case g k = 0 the part of the objective function associated to γ k is already zero and cannot be further reduced, while in case g k = λ k γ k any admissible stepsize not leading to the zero vector preserves the current analyser, that isγ k = γ k . To optimally decrease the target function, we need to solve
Defining a k = γ k A k γ k , b k = γ k A 2 k γ k and c k = γ k A 3 k γ k a short computation given in Appendix A shows that whenever b 2 k = a k c k the optimal stepsize has the form,
.
If b 2 k = a k c k and b k = 0, the optimal stepsize is α k = a k b k . Finally, if b k = A k γ k 2 2 = 0 it follows that A k γ k = 0 and therefore also a k = c k = 0. In this case we set α k = 0, as γ k A k γ k is already minimal.
We summarise the first version of our derived algorithm, called Forward Analysis Operator Learning (FAOL) in Table I . As input parameters, it takes the current estimate of the analysis operator Γ ∈ R K ×d , the cosparsity parameter and N training signals Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ). As a result of the optimal stepsize choice we can prove the following theorem characterising the behaviour of the FAOL algorithm.
Theorem II.1: The FAOL algorithm decreases or preserves the value of the target function in each iteration.
Preservation rather than decrease of the target function can only occur if all rows γ k of the current iterate Γ are eigenvectors of the matrix A k (Γ).
Proof: To prove the first part of the theorem observe that
whereJ n denotes the minimising set for y n based onΓ. The first inequality follows from the choice of α k and the second inequality follows from the definition of the sets J n andJ n . The second part of the theorem is a direct consequence of the derivation of α k given in Appendix A.
Let us shortly discuss the implications of Theorem II.1. It shows that the sequence of values of the target function v k = f (Γ (k ) ) converges. This, however, does not imply convergence of the algorithm as suggested in [3] , at least not in the sense that the sequence Γ (k ) converges. Indeed the sequence Γ (k ) could orbit around the set
If this set contains more than one element, there need not exist a limit point of the sequence Γ (k ) . Nevertheless, due to compactness of the manifold A, we can always find a subsequence, that converges to an element Γ ∈ L. In order to avoid getting trapped in such orbital trajectories, in numerical experiments we draw a fresh batch of signals y 1 , . . . , y N in each iteration of the algorithm.
We proceed with an analysis of the runtime complexity of the FAOL algorithm. The cost of finding the support sets S k = {n : k ∈ J n } of average size N /K in the FAOL algorithm is O(dKN ) amounting to the multiplication of the current iterate Γ with the data matrix Y and subsequent thresholding. We can now either store the K matrices A k of size d × d amounting to a memory complexity of O(Kd 2 ) or store the data matrix Y and the optimal cosupports S k requiring memory on the order of O(dN ) and O( N ), respectively. Setting up all matrices A k takes O(d 2 N ) multiplications and O( d 2 N ) additions, if done sequentially, and dominates the cost of calculating a k , b k , c k . Denote by Y k the submatrix of the data matrix Y with columns indexed by S k . Note that with this convention we have A k = Y k Y k . If we store the data matrix Y and the sets S k , we can also compute all necessary quantities via g k = (γ k Y k )Y k , a = g k , γ k , b = g k , g k and c = g k Y k , g k Y k altogether amounting to O( dN ) floating point operations, as in this case only matrix-vector products have to be computed. So while the memory complexity of the first approach might be smaller depending on the amount of training data, the second approach has a reduced computational complexity.
If we are now given a continuous stream of high dimensional data, it is not desirable to store either the matrices A k or the data matrix Y , so as a next step we will reformulate the FAOL algorithm in an online fashion. Note, that with the exception of c, all quantities in the FAOL algorithm can be computed in an online fashion. We will solve this issue by estimating c from part of the data stream. First, note that if we exchange the matrix A k in the FAOL algorithm with the matrixÃ k := 1 |S k | n ∈S k y n y n , where S k := {n ∈ [N ] : k ∈ J n }, we do not alter the algorithm. The numbers c k can be computed from the gradients g k and the matrix A k via c k = g k A k g k = 1
If we want to estimate c k , we need both, a good estimate of the gradients g k , and a good estimate of A k g k . We do this by splitting the datastream into two parts. The first part of the datastream is used to get a good estimate of the normalised gradient g k . The second part is used to refine g k as well as to estimate 1
The parameter ε specifies the portion of the datastream used to estimate c k and refine g k . We summarise all our considerations leading to the algorithm, referred to as Sequential Analysis Operator Learning (SAOL), in Table II.   TABLE II  THE SAOL ALGORITHM   TABLE III  SIGNAL MODEL Concerning the computation and storage costs, we see that, as for FAOL, the computationally expensive task is determining the sets J n . This has to be done for each of our N sample vectors via determining the smallest entries in the product Γy n . The matrix-vector product takes (2d − 1)K operations and searching can be done in one run through the K resulting entries, yielding an overall runtime complexity of O(dKN ). However, compared to FAOL, the sequential version has much lower memory requirements on the order of O(dK), corresponding to the gradients g k and the current version of the operator Γ. In order to see how the two algorithms perform, we will next conduct some experiments both on synthetic and image data.
B. Experiments on Synthetic Data
In the first set of experiments, we use synthetic data generated from a given (target) analysis operator Ω. A data vector y is generated by choosing a vector z from the unit sphere and a random subset Λ of analysers. We then project z onto the orthogonal complement of the chosen analysers, contaminate it with Gaussian noise and normalise it, see Table III . The cosparse signals generated according to this model are very isotropic and thus do not exhibit the pathologies we described in the counterexample at the beginning of the section. Target operator: As target operator for our experiments with synthetic data, we used a random operator of size 128 × 64 consisting of rows drawn i.i.d. from the unit sphere S 63 .
Training signals: Unless specified otherwise, in each iteration of the algorithm, we use 2 17 = 131072 signals drawn according to the signal model in Table III with cosparsity level = 55 and noiselevel ρ = 0 for noisefree resp. ρ = 0.2/ √ d for noisy data. We also conducted experiments with cosparsity level = 60, but the results are virtually indistinguishable from the results for = 55, so we chose not to present them here. We refer the interested reader to the AOL toolbox on the homepage of the authors, 2 which can be used to reproduce the experiments.
Initialisation & setup: We use both a closeby and a random initialisation of the correct size. For the closeby initialisation, we mix the target operator 1:1 with a random operator and normalise the rows, that is, our initialisation operator is given by Γ 0 = D n (Ω + R), where R is a K × d matrix with rows drawn uniformly at random from the unit sphere S d−1 and D n is a diagonal matrix ensuring that the rows of Γ 0 are normalised. For the random initialisation we simply set Γ 0 = R. The correct cosparsity level is given to the algorithm and the results have been averaged over 5 runs with different initialisations.
Recovery threshold: We use the convention that an analyser
Our first experiment is designed to determine the proportion of signals L = εN that SAOL should use to estimate the values of c k . We make an exploratory run for FAOL and SAOL with several choices of ε, using 16384 noiseless, 60-cosparse signals per iteration and a random initialisation.
The recovery rates in Fig. 1 indicate that in order for the SAOL algorithm to achieve the best possible performance, ε should be chosen small, meaning one should first get a good estimate of the gradients g k . This allocation of resources also seems natural since for small ε a large portion of the data is invested into estimating the d-dimensional vectors g k , while only a small portion is used to subsequently estimate the numbers c k . Based on these findings we from now on set ε = 10% for the SAOLalgorithm.
In the next experiment we compare the recovery rates of FAOL, SAOL and Analysis-SimCO [3] from random and closeby initialisations in a noiseless setting.
The first good news of the results, plotted in Fig. 2 , is that the sequential algorithm SAOL with estimated stepsize performs as well as the one with explicitly calculated optimal stepsize. We Table III were used. also see that with a closeby initialisation both algorithms recover the target operator (almost) perfectly for both cosparsity levels, which indicates that locally our algorithms perform as expected. With a random initialisation the algorithms tend to saturate well below full recovery. This is not surprising, as the nonconvex optimisation we perform depends heavily on the initialisation. In case of the closeby initialisation, we set each row of the starting operator near the desired row of the target operator. In contrast, for the random initialisation it is very likely that two rows of the initialised operator lie close to the same row of the target operator. Our algorithms then tend to find the nearest row of the target operator and thus we get multiple recovery of the same row. As we have prescribed a fixed number of rows, another row must be left out, which leads to the observed stagnation of the recovery rates and means that we are trapped in a local minimum of our target function. Fig. 3 illustrates this effect for the Dirac-DCT operator in R 40×20 .
Since the phenomenon of recovering duplicates is not only as old as analysis operator learning but as old as dictionary learning, [1] , there is also a known solution to the problem, which is the replacement of coherent analysers or atoms.
C. Replacement
A straightforward way to avoid learning analysis operators with duplicate rows is to check after each iteration, whether two analysers of the current iterate Γ are very coherent. Under the assumption that the coherence of the target operator μ(Ω) = Fig. 4 . Recovery rates of SAOL and FAOL with replacement from signals with cosparsity level = 55 in a noiseless (left) and a noisy setting (right), using a random initialisation.
| ω i , ω j | is smaller than some threshold μ(Ω) ≤ μ 0 , we know that two rows of γ i , γ j are likely to converge to the same target analyser, whenever we have | γ i , γ j | > μ 0 .
In this case, we perform the following decorrelation procedure. During the algorithm, we monitor the activation of the individual rows of the operator, that is, if the k-th row of the operator is used for a set J n , we increment a counter v k . If now two rows γ i and γ j have overlap larger than μ 0 , we compare the numbers v i and v j and keep the row with larger counter. Without loss of generality suppose v i > v j . We then subtract the component in direction of γ i from γ j , namelyγ j = γ j − γ i , γ j γ i and renormalise.
This decorrelation is different from the one that is performed in [3] , but has the merit that correct rows that have already been found do not get discarded or perturbed. This is especially useful in the case we consider most likely, where one row already has large overlap with a row of the target operator and another row slowly converges towards the same row. Then our decorrelation procedure simply subtracts the component pointing in this direction.
Since, unlike dictionaries, analysis operators can be quite coherent and still perform very well, for real data it is recommendable to be conservative and set the coherence threshold μ 0 rather high. Figure 4 shows the recovery results of our algorithm with the added replacement step for μ 0 = 0.8, when using a random initialisation and the same settings as described at the beginning of the section.
We see that in the noiseless case, after 10000 iterations almost 90% of the signals have been recovered. If we introduce a small amount of noise, however, significantly fewer rows are recovered. To avoid repetition we postpone a thorough comparison of FAOL/SAOL to ASimCo on synthetic data to Section III-C after the introduction of our other two algorithms in Section III, however we can already observe now that both SAOL and FAOL perform better than IASimCO. Next we take a look at how the optimal stepsize affects learning on image data.
D. Experiments on Image Data
To get an indication how our algorithms perform on real data, we will them to learn a quadratic analysis operator on all 8 × 8 patches of the 256 × 256 Shepp Logan phantom, cf. Fig. 11 . We initialise the analysis operator Γ ∈ R 64×64 randomly as for the synthetic data and set the cosparsity level = 57, the parameter ε = 10% and the replacement threshold μ 0 = 0.99. For each iteration we choose 16384 out of the available 62001 patches uniformly at random as training signals. Since we do not have a reference operator for comparison this time, we compare the value of target function after each iteration, as plotted in Fig. 5 . We can see that the target function is only decreased very slowly by all algorithms, where ASimCO saturates at a seemingly suboptimal value, which is also illustrated by the recovered operator shown in Fig. 5 .
As we choose the optimal stepsize for FAOL, we further cannot hope to increase convergence speed significantly using an explicit descent algorithm.
Still, if we look at the learned operator, we can see the merit of our method. After 100000 iterations, the learned operator seems to consist of pooled edge detectors, which are known to cosparsify piecewise constant grayscale images. Note also that the d × d analysis operator is naturally very different from any d × d dictionary we could have learned with corresponding sparsity level S = d − , see e.g [17] . This is due to the fact that image patches are not isotropic, but have their energy concentrated in the low frequency ranges. So while both the d × d dictionary and the analysis operator will not have (stable) full rank, the dictionary atoms will tend to be in the low frequency ranges, and the analysers will -as can be seen -tend to be in the high frequency ranges.
We also want to mention that for image data the replacement strategy for μ 0 = 0.99 is hardly ever activated. Lowering the threshold results in continuous replacement and refinding of the same analysers. This phenomenon is again explained by the lack of isotropy and the shift invariant structure of the patch data, for which translated and thus coherent edge detectors, as seen in Fig. 5 , naturally provide good cosparsity.
Encouraged by the learned operator we will explore in the next section how to stabilise the algorithm and accelerate its convergence on image data.
III. TWO IMPLICIT OPERATOR LEARNING ALGORITHMS -IAOL AND SVAOL
Due to the small optimal stepsize that has to be chosen on real data and the resulting slow convergence, we need to rethink our approach and enforce stability of the algorithm even with larger stepsizes.
A. IAOL Algorithm
In standard gradient descent, for each row of Γ, we have the iterationγ
Rewriting yieldsγ
which can be interpreted as an explicit Euler step for the system of ordinary differential equationṡ
The explicit Euler scheme is the simplest integration scheme for ordinary differential equations and known to have a very limited region of convergence with respect to the stepsize. In our case, this means that we have to choose extremely small values for the descent parameter α in order to achieve convergence. The tried and tested strategy to overcome stability issues when numerically solving differential equations is to use an implicit scheme for the integration, [8] , [9] . We will use this as an inspiration to obtain a more stable learning algorithm.
We briefly sketch the ideas behind an implicit integration scheme. Suppose we want to solve the differential equatioṅ x = f (x). If we discretise x(t) and approximate the derivative
, we have to choose whether we use the approximationẋ(t n ) = f (x(t n )) orẋ(t n ) = f (x(t n −1 )). Choosing f (x(t n −1 )) yields the explicit Euler scheme, which in our setting corresponds to the FAOL algorithm. If we choose f (x(t n )) we obtain the implicit Euler scheme and need to solve
If f (x) = Ax is linear, this leads to the recursion
and in each step we need to solve a system of linear equations. This makes implicit integration schemes inherently more expensive than explicit schemes. However, in return we get additional stability with respect to the possible stepsizes. If f is a nonlinear function, the inversion is more difficult and can often only be approximated for example via a Newton method. Mapping everything to our setting, we observe that the gradient ∇f N (Γ) is nonlinear because the sets J n depend on Γ. Still, due to the special structure of the gradient ∇f N (Γ), it has a simple linearisation, ∇f N (Γ) k = 2γ k n :k ∈J n y n y n . We can now use the current iterate of Γ to compute the matrix A k (Γ) := n :k ∈J n y n y n and to linearise the equation. For our operator learning problem, we get the following linearised variant of the implicit Euler schemē
leading to the recursion
Due to the unconditional stability of the implicit Euler scheme, [9] , we can take α considerably larger than in case of FAOL or SAOL. We only need to make sure that one step of the algorithm does not take us too close to zero, which is a stable attractor of the unconstrained system. In order to stay within the manifold A, we again have to renormalise after each step. The final algorithm is summarised in Table IV. Let us take a short look at the computational complexity of the implicit algorithm and the price we have to pay for increased stability. As in the previous section, we need to compute all products of the vectors y n with the current iterate Γ, costing O(NKd). Further, in each step we need to solve K linear systems of size d × d, amounting to an additional cost of O(Kd 2 ). So, altogether for one step, we arrive at NKd) . However, in contrast to FAOL, the IAOL algorithm cannot be made sequential, unless we are willing to store the K matrices A k in each step. This amounts to an additional spatial complexity of O(Kd 2 ), and only pays off for N > Kd, since the storage cost of the data matrix is O(Nd). Note that in contrast to FAOL, the explicit calculation of the matrices A k is necessary, since we need to solve a system of linear equations. As for the FAOL algorithm, we can guarantee decrease or preservation of the target function by the IAOL algorithm.
Theorem III.1: The IAOL algorithm decreases or preserves the value of the target function in each step regardless of the choice of α > 0. Preservation rather than decrease of the objective function can only occur if all rows γ k of the current iterate Γ are eigenvectors of the matrices A k (Γ).
Proof: In order to simplify notation, we drop the indices and write Γ for the current iterate. As we will do the computations only for a fixed row γ k of Γ, we denote it by γ. We further write A for the matrix corresponding to γ andγ for the next iterate. We want to show
which is implied by
as the denominator is positive. We now use the eigendecomposition of the symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix A, that is A = i λ i u i u i , where λ i ≥ 0 for all i and (u i ) i∈ [d] is an orthonormal basis. Inserting this, a short computation shows that Note that a il = a li ≥ 0. Further, we can drop the condition l = i in the sums above, as the term corresponding to the case i = l is zero.
In order to show that the sum S 1 := i,l λ i a il (λ l − λ i ) is never positive, define a second sum S 2 := i,l λ l a il (λ l − λ i ). Then, by antisymmetry, we have that
The whole discussion is independent of α > 0, so any viable choice of α results in a decrease of the objective function.
Assume now thatγAγ − γAγ = 0. Then also γ(A(1 − γ γ)(1 + αA) −2 )γ = S 1 = 0. This in turn implies that S 2 = 0 and S 2 − S 1 = 0. As every term in i,l a il (λ l − λ i ) 2 is positive or zero, we have that for all i = l also a il (λ l − λ i ) 2 must be zero. If all eigenvalues of the matrix A are distinct this implies that a il = 0 for all i = l. This in turn implies that for all i = l the product | γ, u i | 2 | γ, u l | 2 = 0, so either the overlap of γ k with u i or u l is zero. But this means that γ k must be equal to one of the eigenvectors. If not all eigenvalues of the matrix A are distinct, then the previous discussion still holds for the eigenvalues which are distinct. Assume that i = l and λ i = λ j . Then a il (λ l − λ i ) 2 = 0 regardless of the value of a il , so if γ ∈ span{u i , u l }, we still have that S 2 − S 1 = 0. This shows that in all cases, where the target function does not decrease, γ needs to be an eigenvector of A.
Note that the IAOL algorithm essentially performs a single step of an inverse iteration to compute the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices A k . We will use this fact in the next section to introduce our last algorithm to learn analysis operators.
B. SVAOL Algorithm
Revisiting condition (5) suggests another algorithm for learning analysis operators. The stepsize choice essentially amounts toγ
where K 2 (γ k , A k ) = span{γ k , γ k A k }, the Krylov space of order 2. Removing the restriction thatγ k must lie in the Krylov space K 2 (γ k , A k ) yields the update step
which means thatγ k is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A k . The resulting algorithm, called SVAOL, is summarised in Table V .
The obtained SVAOL algorithm bears close resemblance to the 'Sequential Minimal Eigenvalues' algorithm devised in [12] . However, a key difference is that the computation of the rows of the target operator is not done sequentially in the SVAOL algorithm. Furthermore, the following theorem concerning decrease of the target function can be established.
Theorem III.2: The SVAOL algorithm decreases or preserves the value of the target function in each step. The only case when it preserves the value of the target function is when the rows γ k are already eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices A k .
The results for SVAOL given in Theorem III.2 improve the results obtained for IAOL in Theorem III.1. Now the decrease of the target function can be guaranteed if not all rows of the current iterate Γ are already the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices A k . 3 Proof: To show this, denote by (A k ) k ∈[K ] and (Ā k ) k ∈[K ] the matrices defined in Table V for the operators Γ andΓ, respectively. Further denote by (σ k ) k ∈[K ] and (σ k ) k ∈[K ] their smallest singular values.
Then
due to the definition of the sets J n andJ n . The first inequality is strict, except in the case when γ k are already eigenvectors of A k corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues. Finding the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices A k is indeed the desired outcome, which can be seen as follows. First, note that the matrices A k (Γ) are (up to a constant) empirical estimators of the matrices A k (Γ) := Eyy χ {y :k ∈J Γ (y )} , where J Γ (y) = arg min |J |= Γ J y 2 2 . The rows ω k of the target operator Ω are (in the noisefree setting) always eigenvectors to the eigenvalue zero for the matrix A k (Ω), since according to the signal model given in Table III , we have
where J (Λ,z ) = arg min |J |= Ω J (1 − Ω † Λ Ω Λ )z 2 2 . Multiplying this matrix with ω k yields zero, as k always lies in Λ and so every term in the sum maps ω k to zero. Fig. 6 . Recovery rates of IAOL and SVAOL in a noisefree (left) and a noisy (right) setting compared to FAOL and ASimCO using cosparsity level = 55 using a random initialisation.
The Analysis K-SVD algorithm [15] takes a similar approach as the SVAOL algorithm. At first, cosupport sets are estimated and then the singular vector to the smallest singular value of the resulting data matrix is computed. The notable difference, however, is how the cosupport set is estimated. We use a hard thresholding approach, whereas for Analysis K-SVD an analysis sparse-coding step is employed, which uses significantly more computational resources.
We see that the computation and storage complexity for the first steps (i.e., setting up and storing the matrices A k ) of the SVAOL algorithm are the same as for IAOL. This means that the spatial complexity of SVAOL is O(Kd 2 ). For the runtime complexity, which is O(NKd) for the setup of the matrices, we need to include the cost of computing the K smallest singular values of the matrices A k . This can be done for example using the SSVII algorithm presented in [18] , in which for each iteration a system of linear equations of size d + 1 has to be solved. We observed that typically 10 iterations of the algorithm are sufficient, so the computational complexity for this step is 10 times higher than for IAOL.
C. Experiments on Synthetic Data
As for the explicit algorithms presented above, we first try our new algorithm on synthetic data. For this, we again learn an operator from data generated from a random operator with normalised rows in R 128×64 . The setup is the same as in Section II-B and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . We use a large stepsize α = 100 in order to achieve fast convergence.
Note that IAOL and SVAOL saturate faster than FAOL, cf. Fig. 2 . However, IAOL and SVAOL without replacement recover slightly fewer rows as FAOL, which is probably a result of the faster convergence speed.
Finally, since the implicit algorithms per se, like FAOL, do not penalise the recovery of two identical rows, cf. Fig. 3 , we again need to use the replacement strategy introduced in Section II-C.
The simulation results, using replacement with μ 0 = 0.8 and the usual setup are shown in Fig. 7 . We see that IAOL and SVAOL come closer to full recovery than their explicit counterpart FAOL within the considered 10000 iterations. Again, for noisy data the algorithms saturate well below full recovery.
D. Experiments on Image Data
Finally, we want to see how the stabilised algorithms perform on real data. We use the same image (Shepp Logan) and setup as in Section II-D to learn a square analysis operator for 8 × 8 patches, cf. Fig. 5 . We will not use the SAOL algorithm in the simulations from now on, as the execution time in Matlab is considerably higher due to the required for-loops. However, as we have seen, it performs mostly like the FAOL algorithm.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the training is much faster now, because the stepsize does not have to be chosen as small as in the previous section. The decrease in the objective function is very fast compared to FAOL, and we see that already after a few iterations the algorithm stabilises and we, as expected, obtain combinations of discrete gradients as anlysers. As for FAOL we observe that the replacement strategy for μ 0 = 0.99 is hardly ever activated and that lowering the threshold results in finding and replacing the same translated edge detectors.
In the remainder of this section, we will investigate the time complexity of the presented algorithms numerically. Naturally, the explicit algorithms use significantly fewer computational resources per iteration. We compare the average calculation times per iteration on a 3.1 GHz Intel Core i7 Processor. For IASimCO the out-of-the-box version on the homepage of the authors of [3] is used. Figure 9 (left) shows the recovery rates of the four algorithms plotted against the cumulative execution time. We can see that on synthetic data, the IAOL and SVAOL algorithms show a similar performance to FAOL, followed by IASimCo. Using FAOL as a baseline, we see that one iteration of ASimCo takes about twice as long, one iteration of IAOL takes about four times as long and one iteration of SVAOL takes 5-6 times longer, but this significantly depends on the number of iterations of the inverse iteration to find the smallest singular value.
In the experiment on image data, we learn an overcomplete operator with 128 rows from the 8 × 8 patches of the 256 × 256 (unnormalised) Shepp Logan phantom contamined with Gaussian noise with PSNR ≈ 20. We choose as cosparsity level = 120, initialise randomly and in each iteration use 20000 randomly selected patches out of the available 62001. Since for image data our replacement strategy is hardly ever activated, we directly omit it to save computation time. IASimCo is again used in its out-of-the-box version. In Fig. 9 , one can clearly observe that the IAOL and SVAOL algorithms indeed minimise the target function in a fraction of the iterations necessary for the FAOL algorithm, which in turn is much faster than IASimCO. Already after 10 seconds, IAOL and SVAOL have essentially finished minimising the objective function, whereas FAOL needs, as seen in the previous section, about 100000 iterations to get to approximately the same value of the objective function. IASimCo lags behind severely and, as indicated by the shape of the curve, saturates at a highly suboptimal value of the target function. This fact can also be observed by looking at the learned analysis operators in Fig. 10 .
Encouraged by this good performance we will in the next section apply our algorithms to image denoising.
IV. IMAGE DENOISING
In this section we will compare the performance of analysis operators learned by the FAOL, IAOL and SVAOL algorithms presented in this paper in combination with Tikhonov regularisation for image denoising to the performance of operators learned by (I)ASimCO. For easy comparison we use the same setup as in [3] , where (I)ASimCo is compared to several other major algorithms for analysis operator learning, [4] , [10] , [13] , [15] , [21] , and found to give the best performance. Learning setup: We follow the setup for the Shepp-Logan image in the last section. Our training data consists of all 8 × 8 patches of one of the 256 × 256 images from Fig. 11 corrupted with Gaussian white noise of standard deviation σ = 12.8 and σ = 45 leading to a PSNR of approximately 25 dB and 15 dB, respectively. The analysis operators of size 128 × 64 are initialised by drawing each row uniformly at random from the unit sphere, and then updated using in each step 20000 randomly selected patches of the available 62001 and a cosparsity level ∈ {70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120}. The same initialisation is used for all algorithms. For (I)ASimCo and FAOL we use 2000 and for IAOL and SVAOL 500 iterations. We perform the optimisation without replacement for FAOL, IAOL and SVAOL.
Denoising setup: For the denoising step we use a standard approach via Tikhonov regularisation based on the learned analysis operator Γ, [5] , [6] . For each noisy patch y we solve,
for a regularisation parameter λ ∈ {0.002, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5}. We then reassemble the denoised patcheŝ y to the denoised image, by averaging each pixel in the full image over the denoised patches in which it is contained. To measure the quality of the reconstruction for each cosparsity level and regularisation parameter λ we average the PSNR of the denoised image over 5 different noise realisations and initialisations. Table VI shows the PSNR for optimal choice of and λ for each of the algorithms. We can see that all five algorithms provide a comparable denoising performance, mostly staying with 0.1 dB of each other. However, while FAOL, IAOL, SVAOL never lag more than 0.14 dB behind, they do improve upon (I)ASimCo for more than 1 dB twice. The denoising results for one of these cases, that is the Shepp-Logan phantom in the low-noise regime, are shown in Fig. 12 .
After confirming that our algorithms indeed learn useful operators also on real data, we now turn to a discussion of our results.
V. DISCUSSION
We have developed four algorithms for analysis operator learning based on projected stochastic gradient-like descent, SAOL, FAOL, IAOL and SVAOL. The algorithms perform better than the state-of-the-art algorithms (I)ASimCO, [3] , which are similarly gradient descent based and have slightly higher but comparable computational complexity per iteration, in terms of recovery rates resp. reduction of the objective function. Another advantage of SAOL is that it is sequential with a memory requirement corresponding to the size of the operator, O(dK). In contrast ASimCO either is non-sequential with a memory requirement of the order of the data matrix, O(dN ), or in a sequential setting needs O(LN ) training samples corresponding to the L evaluations of the objective function necessary for the line search. IAOL and SVAOL, which are more stable than SAOL and FAOL, are sequential when accepting a memory requirement O(d 2 K) and in a non-sequential setting have again memory requirement O(dN ).
On synthetic data, the recovery of the target operator using the algorithms presented here is significantly faster than with (I)ASimCo. On real data the implicit algorithms IAOL and SVAOL minimise the objective function in a fraction of the time that is needed by the explicit algorithms FAOL and ASimCo. Considering image denoising via Tikhonov regularisation as application of analysis operator learning, we see that the operators presented in this paper give similar or better results as the (I)ASimCo operators in the considered denoising setups.
A Matlab toolbox to reproduce all the experiments reported in this paper can be found at http://homepage.uibk.ac.at/ ∼c7021041/code/AOL.zip.
While the good performance of the developed algorithms certainly justified the effort, one of our main motivations for considering a projected gradient descent approach to analysis operator learning was to derive convergence results similar to those for dictionary learning, [17] . However, even a local convergence analysis, turns out to be quite different and much more complicated than for dictionary learning. The main reason for this is that sparsity is more robust to perturbations than cosparsity. So for an S-sparse signal y = Φ I x I and a perturbed dictionary Ψ with ψ k − φ k 2 < ε for balanced x I the best S-term approximation in Ψ will still use the same support I. In contrast, if y is -cosparse with respect to an analysis operator Ω, Ω Λ y = 0, then for a perturbed operator Γ with γ k − ω k 2 < ε the smallest entries of Γy will not all be located in Λ. In order to get a local convergence result one has to deal with the fact that only part of the cosupport is preserved. We expect that for most signals containing k in the cosupport with respect to Ω, k will also be in the cosupport with respect to Γ. Unfortunately the mathematical tools necessary to quantify these statements are much more involved than the comparatively simple results necessary for the convergence of dictionary learning and so the local convergence analysis remains on our agenda for future research. It is also possible that the analysis can be carried out from a dynamical systems perspective using the differential equations described in the beginning of Section III.
Another research direction we are currently pursuing is inspired by the shape of the analysis operators learned on noiseless images. The translation invariance of the edge detector like analysers suggests to directly assume translation invariance of the analysis operator. Such an operator has two advantages, first, learning it will require less training samples and second, since it can be reduced to several translated mother functions, it will be cost efficient to store and apply.
APPENDIX A COMPUTATION OF THE OPTIMAL STEPSIZE
To find the optimal stepsize, we first compute the derivative of
which is given by
where we used the notation a = γ k A k γ k , b = γ k A 2 k γ k and c = γ k A 3 k γ k . First, suppose that b 2 = ac. Setting the first derivative equal to zero and solving a quadratic equation gives the results
The discriminant is always larger or equal than zero, as
and a 2 − b = (γ k A k γ k ) 2 − γ k A 2 k γ k = γ k A k (γ k γ k − 1)A k γ k ≤ 0, because the matrix γ k γ k − 1 is negative semidefinite.
We can verify that α + indeed minimizes F , by substituting it into the second derivative
We see that
= −2 ab − c + 2α + (ac − b 2 ) (1 − 2α + a + α 2 + b 2 ) 2 . The denominator of the fraction above is positive, so we need to show that the numerator is negative. Inserting the expression for α + from Equation (14) = − (c − ab) 2 − 4(b 2 − ac)(a 2 − b) ≤ 0, so F (α + ) ≥ 0 and α + is indeed the desired minimum. If F (α + ) is zero, then α + need not be a minimum. However, this is only the case if (c − ab) 2 − 4(b 2 − ac)(a 2 − b) = 0. The computation showing the positivity of the discriminant suggests that in this case (c − ab) 2 − 4(b 2 − ac)(a 2 − b) = (c + 2a 3 − 3ab) 2 + 4(b − a 2 ) 3 = 0. This is a sum of two nonnegative numbers, so both numbers must be zero. However, b − a 2 has been shown to vanish only if γ k is an eigenvector of A k . In this case also c + 2a 3 − 3ab = 0, which shows that for b 2 = ac, we have that F (α + ) > 0, unless γ k is an eigenvector of A k . Now suppose that b 2 = ac. If b = 0, it follows that g k = 0 and hence F (α) is zero everywhere, so regardless of the choice of α, we cannot further decrease the objective function. In this case we choose α + = 0. If b = 0, we have
which vanishes for α + = a b . The second derivative in α + is given by
Again, the denominator is positive and the numerator can be shown to be negative using a similar symmetrisation argument as in the proof of Theorem III.1. This argument also shows that F (α + ) = 0 if and only if γ k is an eigenvector of A k .
